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Abstract

Notice and choice has dominated the discourse on consumer privacy protection and is the foundation
of existing privacy regulation in the United States. Under this paradigm, companies disclose their data
handling practices to consumers, who in turn are expected to make decisions according to their privacy
preferences. As such, many companies have incorporated consent notices and other privacy choices into
their web interfaces. The notice and choice model presents several challenges for providing effective
consumer privacy protection, one of which is related to the usability of privacy choice mechanisms. The
design of consent and privacy choice interfaces can significantly affect consumer choices and their privacy
outcomes. This thesis will highlight usability issues related to existing privacy choice mechanisms, as
well as provide guidance for conducting usability evaluations of such interactions.

In this thesis, I will first describe a series of studies examining different usability aspects of existing
privacy choices. The first two studies present an overview of how privacy choices related to email
marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion are commonly offered to consumers on the web and
provide insight into the usability of these implementations. Among other shortcomings, these studies
found discoverability issues with existing privacy choices. One potential means of making privacy choices
more visible to consumers is through the use of icons. The third study described in this thesis explains
the design and evaluation of new icons to effectively communicate the presence of privacy choices. In
addition to discoverability issues, privacy choices may not always align well with user needs. The fourth
study in this thesis explored this aspect of usability, and evaluated whether existing controls related
to targeted advertising on a social networking platform actually address user goals related to their
advertising experience on the platform.

My prior work, as well as previous studies from the literature, emphasize the importance of usability
testing with regards to privacy choice and consent interfaces. Despite increased regulatory requirements
and consumer pressure for privacy choice mechanisms, there is little direction for practitioners on how
to systematically evaluate such interfaces. To address this need, I propose to compile comprehensive
guidance for conducting such usability evaluations that will address different aspects of usability, such
as discoverability and understandability. This guidance will include a breadth of HCI research methods,
as well as example metrics for measuring specific usability problems. To demonstrate the application of
this guidance and some of the trade-offs associated with each research method, I will conduct additional
usability evaluations of two distinct privacy choice and consent interfaces.
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1 Introduction

Notice and choice has served as the primary framework for consumer privacy protection in the United
States. Under this model, companies are required to be transparent about their data collection and handling
practices, and must provide controls to consumers to allow them to manage the privacy of their data according
to their preferences. As such, web interfaces related to consent and privacy choices have become common.
Legal and privacy experts have surfaced several limitations of the notice and choice model [17,95,110,117,119].
A major criticism is the lack of transparency and choice provided by traditional notice and choice mechanisms
such as privacy policies [110]. Another critique is that the notice and choice model places the burden of
privacy management on consumers, who often are required to make privacy decisions across multiple different
services without full information regarding these choices [119]. Others argue that dark design patterns
exploit inherent cognitive biases and limit the effectiveness of rational choice-making, which is necessary for
a notice and choice model of privacy protection to work [129]. Despite these limitations, some still argue
that individual decision-making and privacy choice should have a role within an effective consumer privacy
protection framework [24,107,119].

Furthermore, the notice and choice framework has continued to serve as the foundation of legal and self-
regulatory privacy efforts, many of which mandate certain types of privacy choices. Most recently, the General
Data Protection Regulation in the European Union and California Consumer Privacy Act granted consumers
the right to object to the processing of their information [36,101]. Other types of controls, such as opt-outs
for email marketing have been mandated by United States law since 2003 [39]. These regulations place an
emphasis on usability, requiring “plain” language and choices be available through “conspicuous” links [36,39,
101]. Other efforts related to consumer privacy choices include guidelines developed by self-regulatory groups
in the advertising industry that require member companies to provide controls over targeted advertising [29,
92] and technical standards like Do Not Track implemented in major web browsers [128].

Prior work has identified many deficiencies related to current consent and privacy choices available to
consumers. First, there is evidence suggesting non-compliance with existing privacy laws and self-regulatory
agreements [25, 27, 102]. Additionally, some privacy choice mechanisms offered to consumers are ineffective
due to lack of enforcement and buy-in from companies handling consumer data [24]. Furthermore, prior
studies have found usability issues with respect to privacy choice and consent interfaces. For example, some
privacy choice mechanisms may require a high level of technical knowledge to configure [76]. Another usability
obstacle is the use of dark patterns in privacy choice and consent interfaces that nudge users toward less
privacy-protective options [2, 21,118]. Improving the effectiveness of the notice and choice model of privacy
protection requires an emphasis on the usability of notice and choice mechanisms. This in turn requires
developing novel transparency and privacy control mechanisms, as well as addressing usability issues in
existing interfaces. The results of prior research in this domain emphasize the importance of testing consent
and privacy choice interfaces for different aspects of usability, as these interfaces impact consumers’ privacy
outcomes.

This thesis, focused on the choice aspect of the notice and choice paradigm, contributes to a better
understanding of how consent and privacy choice mechanisms can be improved. The first portion of this
thesis will further explore different usability aspects of web-based privacy choices. First, it will provide an
overview of how these privacy choices are provided in practice, particularly those related to email marketing,
targeted advertising, and data deletion, and then describe different usability issues related to common
interfaces for these privacy choices. Next, this thesis will summarize to what extent graphical icons can
effectively communicate the presence of privacy choices. In the next chapter, this thesis will assess how well
controls for targeted advertising on Facebook are aligned with user needs. The second portion of the thesis
will propose comprehensive guidance for conducting systematic usability evaluations of consent and privacy
choice interfaces. It will first describe the development of this guidance, which will include guidelines for
practitioners on utilizing traditional HCI research methods to uncover different forms of usability issues.
Finally, this thesis will apply the compiled guidance and present results from usability evaluations of two
different consent and privacy choice interfaces.
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Thesis Statement

This thesis will describe usability issues that limit the effectiveness of existing privacy choice mechanisms,
provide guidelines for conducting systematic usability evaluations of privacy choice interfaces, and demon-
strate the application of this guidance in two domains involving user consent or privacy choice.

2 Background & Related Work

This section provides an overview of the current regulatory framework that mandates certain types of privacy
controls, including those explored in this thesis. It further describes prior work examining compliance with
existing regulation. Next, this section provides an overview of studies exploring consumers’ desire for privacy
controls, the usability of current choice mechanisms, as well as alternative mechanisms for communicating
privacy controls.1 Last, is an introduction to existing frameworks and methods for exploring user interaction
with systems, and how the relate to interfaces for consent and privacy control.

2.1 Privacy Choice Regulatory Framework

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), a comprehensive privacy legislation
having global impact, went into effect in May 2018. The GDPR emphasizes consumers’ consent to the
processing of their personal data for purposes that go beyond what is required to fulfill a contractual obli-
gation or immediate business interests. In asking for consent, companies must present a clear, affirmative
action, and ask visitors for agreement rather than incorporating the consent into default settings, such as
pre-checked boxes (Art. 4). Consent should be in an easily accessible form, using simple, clear language and
visualization, if needed; if the consumer is a child, the language must be understandable by a child (Art.
12). Moreover, visitors are allowed to withdraw their consent at any time (Art. 7). The GDPR also grants
consumers whose data is collected in the European Union the “right to be forgotten.” This stipulates that
under certain circumstances, companies must comply with consumer requests to erase personal data (Art.
17). Additionally, consumers were granted “the right to object” when their personal data is processed for
direct marketing purposes (Art. 21) [36]. In the wake of its enactment, the GDPR has inspired several other
national privacy laws, including those in Canada, Japan, South Korea, Colombia, Argentina, and South
Africa [116].

The GDPR also laid the groundwork for the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), which went
into effect in 2020. The California state law grants California residents the right to opt out of having their
personal data sold to third parties, for example, for marketing purposes [101]. The initial proposed text of
the regulations specified that this opt-out be provided through “an interactive form accessible via a clear and
conspicuous link titled ’Do Not Sell My Personal Information,’ or ‘Do Not Sell My Info’ on the business’s
website or mobile application,” as well as an optional opt-out icon [99]. The CCPA also gives California
residents the right to request their personal data be deleted, except in certain circumstances, such as when
the information is needed to complete an unfinished transaction [101]. The California Privacy Rights and
Enforcement Act (CPRA), which will go into effect in 2023, builds upon the CCPA. The law provides
additional privacy rights to California consumers, including a right to opt out of a business using sensitive
personal information and to opt out of the sharing of information with third parties (in addition to selling).
Furthermore, the CPRA explicitly prohibits the use of dark design patterns in consent interfaces [100].

Other laws in the United States require privacy choice mechanisms in certain contexts. The Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA), for example, requires online services that collect personal
information of children under 13 years old to delete it upon parental request [40]. Additionally, the Control-
ling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing (CAN-SPAM) Act of 2003 established national
standards for companies that send electronic commercial messages to consumers. It requires companies to
provide consumers with a means to opt out of receiving communications, accompanied by a clear and no-
ticeable explanation about how to use the opt-out. Once the commercial message is sent, opt-outs must
be available to recipients for at least 30 days, and any opt-out request must be honored within 10 business
days [39].

1This overview was adapted from the Background and Related Work sections of the studies described in this thesis [53–56].
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In addition to legal requirements, there have been self-regulatory proposals related to privacy choices.
Two protocols spearheaded by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) — the Platform for Privacy Prefer-
ences Project (P3P) and Do Not Track (DNT) — aimed to automatically apply consumer privacy preferences
through browser-based settings [126,128]. However, unresolved ambiguities regarding the implementation of
these protocols and lack of industry support led to poor adoption [24, 60]. Since the early 2000s, industry
organizations in the United States and Europe — including the Network Advertising Initiative (NAI), Digital
Advertising Alliance (DAA), and Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe (IAB Europe) — have adopted prin-
ciples and self-regulatory requirements related to practices used in online behavioral advertising [29, 64, 92].
For example, member companies of the Digital Advertising Alliance (DAA) are required to provide opt-outs
for tracking-based targeted advertising by placing an AdChoices icon and an approved text above an ad [29].
This requirement applies to data used by the company or transferred to other non-affiliated entities to de-
liver tailored ads, but not for other collection purposes [85]. These groups have also introduced guidelines
to address new regulation. IAB Europe published the Transparency and Consent Framework for obtaining
consumer consent under the GDPR [64]. The DAA also introduced the PrivacyRights icon, a green variant of
the AdChoices icon, and an opt-out tool to address the CCPA’s opt-out requirements for the sale of personal
information [121].

Though privacy legislation including the GDPR and CCPA have provided some amount of baseline
privacy protection, these legislative and self-regulatory efforts have primarily resulted in additional privacy
choices being available for consumers. The availability of these choices provides consumers greater control
over how their digital data is used and handled by companies, empowering individual decision-making.

2.2 Compliance with Privacy Choice Requirements

Prior studies have explored compliance related to privacy control requirements. An audit of top North Amer-
ican retailers in 2017 by the Online Trust Alliance found that 92% of websites surveyed offered unsubscribe
links within messages. However, the study also revealed that compliance issues with CAN-SPAM still exist
as some retailers offered broken unsubscribe links, or continued to send emails after the 10-business-days
deadline [102]. This study highlights some of the additional potential issues with current privacy choice
mechanisms that go beyond usability.

There is also evidence of mixed compliance with the GDPR. Degeling et al. found that, among the
more than 6,000 European websites surveyed in 2018, 85% had privacy policies; many websites had updated
their privacy policies or started to display cookie consent notices when the GDPR went into effect, likely
in response to the GDPR’s transparency requirements [28]. However, Soe at el. manually evaluated cookie
consent notices on 300 online news outlets based on 13 heuristics and found that these notices may be
violating the intent of the GDPR. Additionally, their results provide a reference for several types of common
dark patterns specific to consent notices [118]. Furthermore, some major websites were found to still deliver
targeted ads to European visitors who did not consent to the use of their personal data [27]. It is also
unclear whether the changes websites are implementing actually serve to protect consumers. Facebook,
for example, was criticized for their post-GDPR privacy changes, as users are still not able to opt out of
Facebook’s use of behavioral data to personalize their News Feeds or optimize its service [20]. Similarly, the
Norwegian Consumer Council evaluated GDPR-related settings updates on Facebook, Google, and Windows
10, finding evidence that consumers are pushed to less privacy protective options through design techniques,
such as obscured pre-selected defaults and privacy-protective settings being less salient than privacy-invasive
ones [21].

Early research has also highlighted usability issues related to the CCPA’s do-not-sell opt-out provision.
Consumer reports found that some websites did not have the required do-not-sell link, and that consumers
struggled to locate opt-out links on websites and complete opt-out processes offered by data brokers [82].
O’Connor et al. conducted a manual review and user study of websites’ do-not-sell opt-out mechanisms and
found that these processes are permeated with dark patterns which influence user behavior [98]. These
studies underscore the need for usability testing guidance, such as that provided in this thesis, that can help
detect the presence of dark patterns in privacy choice and consent interfaces.

Furthermore, studies have identified issues related to noncompliance with self-regulatory guidelines for
targeted advertising. Hernandez et al. found in 2011 that among Alexa’s US top 500 websites only about
10% of third-party ads used the AdChoices icon, and even fewer used the related text [58]. Less than half of
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DAA and NAI members examined by Komanduri et al. complied with the enhanced notice requirement of
these organizations’ guidelines [73]. In 2015, Cranor et al. reported that around 80% of the privacy policies
of industry group members analyzed did not meet self-regulatory guidelines related to transparency and
linking data with personally identifiable information [25]. This prior work demonstrates the limitations of
a purely self-regulatory approach to consumer privacy protection, and suggests that legislation must play a
role under the notice and choice model of privacy protection.

2.3 Consumer Perceptions of Data Use

Prior studies have shown that consumers have long been uncomfortable with certain data handling practices
commonly used by companies in the digital age. For example, in a survey conducted by Business Week
and Harris Poll in 2000, 78% of respondents were concerned that companies would use their information
to send junk emails [15]. Similarly, in another 1999 survey, 70% of respondents wanted to have the choice
to be removed from a website’s mailing list [26]. In Rader et al.’s interview study, awareness of data
aggregation and cross-platform inferences increased the likelihood of privacy concern [105]. More recently,
Murillo et al. examined users’ expectations of online data deletion mechanisms and found that users’ reasons
for deleting data were varied and largely depended on the type of service [91]. Fiesler and Hallinan analyzed
public reactions to two major data-sharing controversies and found strong outrage and concern relating to
unexpected types of data use [43].

Most prior work on consumer attitudes toward the use of their personal data has focused on targeted
advertising practices. Internet users consider targeted advertising a double-edged sword: targeted advertising
stimulates purchases and is favored by consumers when it is perceived to be personally relevant; yet, it also
raises significant privacy concerns due to the large amount of personal data being collected, shared, and used
in a nontransparent way [11, 72]. Prior research has shown rich evidence of consumers’ objection to data
collection for targeted advertising purposes. In Turow et al.’s 2009 national survey, over 70% of respondents
reported that they did not want marketers to collect their data and deliver ads, discounts, or news based
on their interests [123]. Similarly, in McDonald and Cranor’s 2010 survey, 55% of respondents preferred
not to see interest-based ads, and many were unaware that opt-out mechanisms existed [87]. These findings
are supported by qualitative work, such as Ur et al.’s 2012 interview study, in which participants generally
objected to being tracked and sometimes found ads to be “creepy” [124].

Prior work has also found that consumers have an oversimplified, inaccurate, and/or incomplete ideas
of how targeted advertising and data aggregation by large internet companies occur. For example, many
consumers may not know that ads they see may be based on their email content [87]. Yao et al. showed
that mental models about targeted advertising practices contain misconceptions, including conceptualizing
trackers as viruses and speculating that trackers access local files and reside locally on one’s computer.
Others were completely unaware of targeted advertising practices [134]. In 2019, a Pew Research Center poll
found that 74% of respondents did not know about the list of traits and interests that Facebook had gathered
about them, about half were uncomfortable with how Facebook had categorized them, and 27% found the
categorizations to be largely inaccurate [61]. In particular, consumers have been observed to have a low
understanding of “third-party” data collection, advertising networks, and data aggregation across websites
or apps [105, 124]. A 2020 study of Twitter users by Wei et al. found that, while almost all participants
correctly understood targeting based on factors such as location, age, and keywords, the vast majority
of participants did not correctly understand targeting using list-based audiences, behavioral inferences, or
interactions with other mobile apps. Participants also tended to consider these approaches to be more
privacy-invasive and unfair than targeting based on factors such as language or age [130].

Given consumers’ privacy concerns and lack of complete understanding of companies’ data handling
practices surfaced by this prior work, it is imperative for companies to be respectful of user privacy in
their treatment of consumer data. Furthermore, the research highlighted here suggests that consumers have
varying privacy needs, thus usable privacy control mechanisms are necessary to enable consumers to adjust
companies’ handling of their data.
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2.4 Usability of Privacy Choice Mechanisms

Despite significant privacy concerns, consumers struggle to protect their online privacy against targeted
advertising for multiple reasons [23]. Two aspects that limit users’ capabilities in dealing with targeted ad-
vertising include the asymmetric power held by entities in the targeted advertising ecosystem, and consumers’
bounded rationality and limited technical knowledge to fully understand and utilize privacy-enhancing tech-
nologies [1, 3, 35]. Furthermore, the usability of websites’ privacy communications has long been problem-
atic [86, 87]. Recent work has shown that privacy policies, where privacy choices are often disclosed, still
exhibit low readability scores [37, 79]. Additionally, most websites fail to provide specific details regarding
the entities with which they share data and the purposes for which data is shared [50].

Another barrier to the usability of privacy choice and consent mechanisms is the presence of dark patterns.
Dark patterns in design can be used to surreptitiously achieve a business objective, often at the expense
of the user [13]. Since the concept was introduced, different taxonomies have been developed to categorize
dark patterns (e.g., [51, 57, 77]). Dark patterns have been found in different aspects of transparency and
privacy, such as explanations of AI algorithms [19] and identity management controls [46], which overlap
with the design of consent and privacy choice interfaces. Consent interfaces specifically have also been
evaluated for dark patterns using different methodologies. Drawing from existing literature in design, law,
and privacy, Gray et al. performed an interaction criticism of consent banners from four perspectives: the
designer’s intent, designed UI, end-user, and potential societal impact. By reviewing recordings from over
50 websites, they identified different stages of the consent task flow and common design choices that raised
ethical dilemmas that warrant additional dialogue [52]. Nouwens et al. quantified the impact of different
consent interface design choices through an online experiment, finding that the display of granular options
within an initial cookie consent prompt decreased the probability of a user giving consent, while removing a
“reject all” button increased the probability of consent [96]. In contrast, studies have also shown how design
patterns could be used to nudge users toward more privacy-protective options in different contexts [2].

Other studies have explored privacy choice and consent mechanisms for usability issues beyond dark
patterns. A 2018 analysis by the Nielsen Norman group revealed usability issues related to unsubscribe
options in marketing emails, such as inconspicuous links without visual cues indicating that they are clickable,
long and complicated processes involving many check boxes and feedback-related questions prior to the
final unsubscribe button, as well as messaging that might annoy or offend users [94]. The Global Privacy
Enforcement Network (GPEN) reported that only half of the websites and mobile apps they evaluated
provided instructions for removing personal data from the company’s database in the privacy policy, and
only 22% specified the retention time of inactive accounts [50]. An encouraging effort is the JustDelete.me
database,2 which rated the account deletion process of 511 web services as easy (i.e., “simple process”),
medium (“some extra steps involved”), hard (“cannot be fully deleted without contacting customer services”),
or impossible (“cannot be deleted”). More than half of the websites analyzed (54%) were rated as having
an “easy” process for deleting an account from the website.

Others have evaluated opt-out tools for targeted advertising, which include third-party cookie blockers
built into web browsers, browser extensions, and opt-out tools provided by industry self-regulatory groups.
The effectiveness of these tools varies. Many opt-out options, for example, prevent tailored ads from being
displayed but do not opt users out of web tracking [12]. A 2012 study found certain browser extensions
and cookie-based tools to be helpful in limiting targeted text-based ads, but the ‘Do Not Track option in
browsers was largely ineffective [6]. Prior evaluations of targeted advertising opt-out tools have revealed
numerous usability issues that can impose a heavy burden on users. For instance, using opt-out cookies
is cumbersome, as these cookies can be easily modified by third-party companies and need to be manually
installed and updated, and may be inadvertently deleted [85]. Browser extensions partially mitigate these
issues but introduce other problems. Studies have found that users may have difficulty comprehending the
information provided by tracker-blocking extensions, as well as with configuring these tools [76, 114]. Some
of these tools have since been updated to address usability concerns. Opt-out tools offered by industry self-
regulatory groups also exhibit low comprehension, as studies have found that the NAI’s description of opt-out
cookies led to the misinterpretation that the opt-out would stop all data collection by online advertisers,
and DAA’s AdChoices icon failed to communicate to web users that a displayed ad is targeted [87, 124].
Moreover, when the AdChoices icon is presented on a mobile device, it tends to be difficult for people to

2https://backgroundchecks.org/justdeleteme/
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see [47].
The prior work described here reflects on some of the usability issues with current mechanisms for consent

and privacy control. This thesis builds on this work by evaluating the usability of different types of privacy
controls along various metrics. Moreover, this thesis will present guidance for conducting usability evaluations
of privacy and consent interfaces so that usability issues may potentially be identified and addressed prior
to the deployment of these interfaces.

2.5 Mechanisms for Communicating the Presence of Privacy Choices

Privacy choices are often disclosed in privacy policies. However, research has shown that most users do not
read privacy policies [89,97] or struggle to comprehend them due to vague descriptions and jargon [10,66,88,
106]. Given the estimated time required to peruse privacy policies on visited websites, it would be unrealistic
to expect users to read them routinely [86]. These findings suggest the need for alternative privacy notices
that make privacy information more accessible and understandable [113]. Examples of such alternatives
include privacy dashboards [48], privacy certifications and seals [9], privacy grades and scores [32,49,67,104],
privacy labels [34,69,71,122], consent banners and pop-ups [81,96,125], and privacy icons [62,65,90,109].

Privacy dashboards allow consumers to inspect the data companies have collected about them and adjust
their privacy settings [108]. For example, the browser extension Ghostery provides an interface for users to
learn which web trackers are present on visited websites and block or permit certain trackers [48]. Privacy
seals and certifications, such as the Enterprise Privacy Certification by TrustArc (formerly TRUSTe) [9],
are designed to signal that businesses comply with legal requirements or industry standards [108]. Privacy
grades and scores indicate how well websites protect their users’ privacy through numeric ratings, (e.g.,
ToS;DR [67], Privacy Finder [32, 49], and PrivacyGrade.org for mobile apps [104]). Privacy labels, similar
to food nutrition labels, help users quickly learn about and compare privacy-related attributes of products
or services, including websites [69,70], Internet of Things devices [33,34], search results [16,122], and mobile
apps [5, 71]. Privacy choices, mostly related to cookie management, are also presented in consent pop-ups
and banners on websites [28].

Researchers have proposed various privacy icons as succinct indicators of complex privacy concepts.
Some privacy icons represent specific data practices, such as Disconnect.me’s icons for different types of
tracking [30] and Mozilla’s icons for retention periods and third-party data sharing and use [90]. Some only
serve specific application domains, such as social media [65], web links [68], or webcams [31, 103], while
others can apply across contexts [62]. Icons are also commonly used as security indicators (e.g., a lock in a
browser’s URL bar that indicates HTTPS [41]). However, prior work has found that users tend to ignore
or misunderstand these indicators [45, 78, 115]. Fewer privacy icons are designed to convey privacy choice,
consent, or opt-outs. The Stanford Legal Design Lab has proposed icons that could potentially indicate
privacy choices, but they have not been empirically evaluated [120]. While the Data Protection Icon Set
(DaPIS) has been user-tested, it is specific to GDPR consumer privacy rights [109] .

Icons have several advantages that can address the limitations of traditional privacy notices. Icons can
visually communicate information concisely while circumventing language and cultural barriers [83]. Icons
can be useful information markers since they are easy to recognize [14, 63]. When placed next to lengthy
privacy statements, icons can enhance readability by helping users navigate the text [109]. In a review of
iconography guidelines, Bühler et al. summarized principles for effective icons — they should be based on
users’ knowledge and needs, utilize well-known concepts, and closely mimic real-world objects [14]. However,
designing comprehensible icons is challenging. Icons alone sometimes perform worse than text-only or icon-
text interfaces in assisting learning [131]. Fischer-Hübner et al. therefore argue that icons should be used
alongside text to illustrate data practices in privacy policies and aid user comprehension [44]. Beyond an
icon’s comprehensibility, discoverability is another challenge. For instance, the size, position, state, and color
all impacted how visible the AdChoices icon was to users on a mobile device [47].

Privacy icons explored in prior work have primarily focused on communicating data practices, but few
proposed privacy icons have received wide adoption. Even widely adopted icons, such as DAA’s AdChoices
icon, are problematic [47, 87, 124]. Not much work has focused on using icons to convey privacy choices
effectively to consumers. This thesis fills this gap through a study that iteratively designed and evaluated
privacy choice icons and associated link texts. Complementing prior research on icons for GDPR-specific
user rights [109], this study focused on conveying the presence of general privacy choices, as well as the
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CCPA-mandated do-not-sell opt-out.

2.6 Evaluating the Usability of Privacy Choice Interactions

While there is no single definition of “usability” in the context of user interfaces, several frameworks have
been developed to aid researchers and user experience professionals in systematically identifying and describ-
ing users’ interaction with a system. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) definition
of usability includes aspects related to the effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction of a particular interface.
Quesenbery’s definition also includes effectiveness and efficiency, and further defines usability as related
to engagement, error tolerance, and ease of learning. Morville’s UX honeycomb describes seven facets of
describing an interface: useful, desirable, valuable, usable, findable, credible, and accessible [8]. The User
Interaction Cycle, built upon Norman’s theory of action, divides the cognitive and physical processes compos-
ing a user action into four stages: high-level planning (identifying goals and tasks), translation (formulating
a plan given the interface), physical action (using the interface), and assessment (understanding the outcome
of the action) [4]. More directly related to this thesis Feng et al. define the usability of “meaningful privacy
choices” as related to five dimensions: effectiveness (whether privacy choices are aligned with user needs),
efficiency (whether privacy choices can be exercised with minimal effort), user awareness (whether choices
are effectively communicated to users), comprehensiveness (whether privacy choices communicate the full
scope of the action), and neutrality (whether privacy choice interfaces exhibit any dark patterns) [42]. They
further describe a design space for privacy choices, which is complementary to the usability testing guidelines
that this thesis will contribute.

The field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has adapted research methods from other disciplines
to systematically explore user needs and identify usability issues throughout the development process of an
interface. Hertzum describes five maxims related to usability evaluations that are often in tension with each
other; the first three (robustness, validity, and completeness) apply to the methodology used for testing,
while the last two (impact and cost) relate to integrating the results of the evaluation into the development
process [59]. Some methods, including surveys, diary studies, interviews, focus groups, ethonographies, and
usability tests, involve recruitment of individuals that ideally closely represent actual users of the deployed
system [75]. Inspection-based methods, including heuristic evaluations and cognitive walkthroughs, rely on
evaluators, often with user experience expertise, to identify potential usability issues with an interface [132].
Both user studies and inspection-based methods offer advantages and disadvantages. Though user studies
provide better insights about user needs and more realistic perspectives related to how users may interact with
a system compared to inspection-based evaluations, they may be costly to run. Inspection-based assessments
can typically be conducted more quickly with fewer logistic barriers, but may only uncover certain types
of usability issues [132]. Sandars argues that two or more evaluation techniques may be required to fully
understand user needs [112]. However, as has become common adage,“testing one user is 100 percent better
than testing none” [74].

Methods for usability testing are often applied for the purposes of accessibility testing. Accessibility is
an important aspect of usability, with the key difference being that accessibility issues have a greater impact
on people with disabilities or who use assistive technologies [111]. As such, multiple guidelines have been
developed to help organizations ensure that their web interfaces are accessible. The most prominent of these
is the W3C Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) which has become the global standard for web accessibility [111,
127]. Since the release of the initial version of the guidelines multiple tools have been developed to facilitate
organizations’ use of the WCAG, including simple checklists and automated testing software [111]. This thesis
can draw on existing guidelines for accessibility as they can provide direction as to what type of guidance
would be most beneficial to practitioners in terms of testing the usability of privacy choice interfaces.

While usability testing of consent and privacy choice interfaces has many parallels with accessibility
testing, one significant difference is understanding the influence of dark pattern designs on consumer choices.
Though the academic literature on dark patterns has been rapidly expanding, there has been less of a focus
on formalizing what defines a dark pattern and how to apply HCI research methods to systemically analyze
interfaces for them. Recent work by Mathur et al. furthers the literature in this regard by categorizing prior
dark pattern definitions and taxonomies and providing an overview of concepts similar to dark patterns
discussed in other fields of study. Furthermore, they identified four normative perspectives that can aid
in identifying dark patterns: individual welfare, collective welfare, regulatory objectives, and individual
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autonomy [84]. While Mathur et al. also demonstrate how HCI empirical methods can identify dark patterns,
they discuss the application of methods broadly and across different contexts. Zagal et al. developed a more
concrete evaluation framework, but it was exclusively for the context of game design [135]. This thesis
builds on this prior work by providing detailed guidance that practitioners can use to systematically identify
potential dark patterns in consent and privacy choice interfaces.

These guidelines for evaluating privacy choice interfaces would complement existing ones for evaluating
the effectiveness of privacy disclosures [38, 113]. These evaluation guidelines could also utilize cognitive
frameworks related to privacy and security decision-making, such as the Communication-Human Informa-
tion Processing (C-HIP) model from the field of warnings science [133] and the human-in-the-loop security
framework which identifies different factors that may impact the behavior of a user interacting with a secu-
rity or privacy interface, such as a privacy notice [22]. Previous studies have used HCI research methods to
evaluate security and privacy disclosures against different components of the the human-in-the-loop model.
Some have conducted evaluations of disclosures by measuring outcomes such as purchase behavior, taking
into account factors related to the intentions of a “human receiver,” or user of a privacy interface, such as
privacy attitudes and motivations [34, 122]. One evaluation related to the capabilities attribute of a human
receiver is an interview study by Emami-Naeini et al. which leveraged experts’ knowledge to determine what
privacy and security information would be helpful to consumers when purchasing Internet of Things (IoT)
devices [33]. Some experiments have explored aspects of communication delivery by manipulating variables,
such as the timing and placement of privacy disclosures, in realistic contexts of user decision-making where
communication impediments may prevent users from noticing a disclosure in the first place [32, 71]. Other
user studies relate to the communication processing aspect of the human receiver, including research by
Balebako et al. which measured comprehension of standardized content for privacy disclosures [7] and Kelley
et al. which measured knowledge retention from different formats of privacy disclosures [70]. While this
prior work focused on evaluating privacy disclosures, similar approaches can be utilized for the evaluation of
privacy choice and consent interactions and will be outlined in the guidelines presented in this thesis.

3 Previous Work

3.1 An Empirical Analysis of Data Deletion and Opt-Out Choices

Abstract

Many websites offer visitors privacy controls and opt-out choices, either to comply with legal requirements or
to address consumer privacy concerns. The way these control mechanisms are implemented can significantly
affect individuals’ choices and their privacy outcomes. We present an extensive content analysis of a stratified
sample of 150 English-language websites, assessing the usability and interaction paths of their data deletion
options and opt-outs for email communications and targeted advertising. This heuristic evaluation identified
substantial issues that likely make exercising these privacy choices on many websites difficult and confusing
for US-based consumers. Even though the majority of analyzed websites offered privacy choices, they were
located inconsistently across websites. Furthermore, some privacy choices were rendered unusable by missing
or unhelpful information, or by links that did not lead to the stated choice. Based on our findings, we provide
insights for addressing usability issues in the end-to-end interaction required to effectively exercise privacy
choices and controls.

This study is complete and was published in the 2019 Proceedings of the Symposium on Usable Privacy
and Security (SOUPS) [55].

Research Goal

Identify what choices related to email communications, targeted advertising, and data deletion websites offer,
as well as how websites are presenting these privacy choices to their visitors.

Methods

We examined data deletion, email, and targeted advertising choices on 150 websites sampled from Alexa’s
ranking of global top 10,000 websites (as of March 22, 2018). To understand how privacy choices vary
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across a broad range of websites, we categorized these websites based on their reach (per million users), an
indicator of how popular a website is, provided by the Alexa API. We developed an analysis template for
the systematic analysis of the privacy choices offered by websites along multiple metrics. In completing the
template, a member of the research team visited the home page, privacy policy, and account settings of each
website examined, and answered the relevant template questions according to the privacy choices available.
For each choice identified, we recorded where the privacy choice is located on the website, the user actions
required in the shortest path to exercise the choice, and other information about the choice provided by
the website. To ensure thorough and consistent analysis, two researchers independently analyzed the same
75 (50%) websites sampled evenly across categories. All disagreements in the analysis were reviewed and
reconciled, and the remaining 75 websites were reviewed by only one researcher.

Results

• Privacy choices are commonly offered on websites across different traffic tiers, most often within the
website’s privacy policy, user account settings, or multiple locations.

• Text used to describe privacy choices within privacy policies has worse readability than the policy as
a whole.

• There was no dominant wording for section headings in privacy policies where choices are described.

• There was ambiguity in what happens after exercising a choice, such as the scope of a targeted adver-
tising opt-out and a time frame for when data would be deleted.

• Exercising privacy choices, on average, required between 3-5 user actions (clicks, hovers, checkboxes,
etc.) in the end-to-end interaction.

• Potential usability issues included multiple links leading to different opt-out tools across multiple pages
of the website and poor design of the interface required to use choices.

3.2 The Usability of Websites’ Opt-Out and Data Deletion Choices

Abstract

We conducted an in-lab user study with 24 participants to explore the usefulness and usability of privacy
choice mechanisms offered by websites. Participants were asked to find and use choices related to email
marketing, targeted advertising, or data deletion on a set of nine websites that differed in terms of where
and how these choices were presented. They struggled with several aspects of the interaction, such as
selecting the correct page from a website’s navigation menu and understanding what information to include
in written opt-out requests. Participants found mechanisms located in account settings pages easier to use
than options contained in privacy policies, but many still consulted help pages or would send an email to
request assistance. Our findings indicate that, despite their prevalence, privacy choices like those examined in
this study are difficult for consumers to exercise in practice. We provide design and policy recommendations
for making these website opt-out and deletion choices more useful and usable for consumers.

This study is complete and was published in the 2020 Proceedings of the Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems (CHI) [53].

Research Goal

Conduct a holistic usability evaluation of the end-to-end interaction required to use common implementations
of privacy choices related to email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion.

Methods

We conducted an in-lab study with 24 diverse participants, recruited locally in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Each lab session began with an interview to learn about the participant’s expectations of privacy choices.
We then asked the participant to complete two privacy choice tasks on a lab computer, informed by our prior
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work which identified common patterns that websites used to offer controls for email marketing, targeted
advertising, and data deletion [55]. The tasks differed by choice type (email marketing, targeted advertising,
or data deletion) and task type (using a user account setting, a link from the privacy policy, or text instruc-
tions in the privacy policy). Each task was presented as a scenario, and participants were asked to use one
of these privacy choices on a website while thinking aloud. We asked participants follow-up questions about
their experiences using the assigned privacy choices, as well as any other privacy choices they may have used
prior to the study. To analyze the study data, we conducted inductive coding on the interview transcripts.
We also developed an analysis template to systematically count the interactions and errors made during
the tasks. We organized our findings according to the User Action Framework, which offers a systematic
framework for assessing and reporting usability data [4].

Results

• Participants’ expectations about privacy choice mechanisms and strategies for study tasks were depen-
dent on choice type.

• Multiple paths to a privacy choice made it easier to find.

• Formatting of privacy polices and websites’ choice of text labels caused confusion.

• Using some privacy choices required unnecessary effort for users, such as submitting written requests
or completing complicated webforms.

• Participants were skeptical about the effectiveness of the privacy choices they used.

3.3 How to (In)Effectively Convey Privacy Choices with Icons and Link Texts

Abstract

Increasingly, icons are being proposed to concisely convey privacy-related information and choices to users.
However, complex privacy concepts are difficult to convey through icons. We investigated which icons ef-
fectively signal the presence of privacy choices. In a series of user studies, we designed and evaluated icons
and accompanying textual descriptions (link texts) conveying “choice,” “opting-out,” and “sale of personal
information” — the latter an opt-out mandated by the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). We iden-
tified icon-link text pairings that convey the presence of privacy choices without creating misconceptions,
with a blue stylized toggle icon paired with “Privacy Options” performing best. The two CCPA-mandated
link texts (“Do Not Sell My Personal Information” and “Do Not Sell My Info”) accurately communicated
the presence of do-not-sell opt-outs with most icons. Our results provide insights for the design of privacy
choice indicators and highlight the necessity of incorporating user testing into the policy-making process.

This study is complete and will be published in the 2021 Proceedings of the Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems (CHI) [56].

Research Goal

Investigate how to effectively convey to consumers the presence of privacy choices on websites through icons
and accompanying text descriptions (link texts).

Methods

After a review of existing privacy iconography, we held ideation sessions and worked with graphic designers
to develop icons intended to convey three concepts aligned with the goal of communicating the presence
of privacy choices: “choice,” “opting-out,” ’and “sale of personal information.” We conducted a pre-study
to evaluate these icons through a survey deployed on Mechanical Turk. Participants were shown an icon
condition at random and were asked their interpretation of the icon, expectation as to what clicking the
icon would do, preferences for a privacy choices and do-not-sell icon, recognition of the AdChoices icon, and
demographic questions. Our icon pre-study revealed the importance of an accompanying text description to
help users understand icons, thus we developed a set of potential link texts intended to communicate the
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presence of privacy choices, including two link texts from CCPA regulations. We used a similar protocol to
conduct another pre-study that evaluated the set of link texts, in which participants were shown a link text
condition at random and were asked follow-up questions. To measure potential interaction effects between
the icon and link text, and examine the impact of presenting an icon or text link on its own, we conducted
a large-scale evaluation on Mechanical Turk using a nearly full-factorial experimental design with four icon
conditions and six link text conditions, selected from our pre-studies. We implemented a between-subjects
design in which each participant was shown an icon/link text pairing at random in the context of a fictitious
online shoe retailer’s website and then answered questions related to their interpretations and expectations
regarding the icon/text pair. After sharing results of this study with the Office of the California Attorney
General (OAG), they proposed an opt-out icon that was similar (but not identical) to our stylized toggle
icon. We conducted a follow-up evaluation of the OAG’s icon, using the same approach. For both our main
study and follow-up study, we conducted a thematic analysis of the qualitative data collected, which was
used for descriptive and regression analyses to identify icons/link texts that would serve as effective privacy
choices indicators.

Results

• A stylized toggle icon effectively communicated the concept of choice.

• Icon elements focusing on “do not” and “sell” were preferred to communicate an opt-out for the sale
of personal information.

• Icons were often misunderstood when presented on their own without a text description.

• Link text including only the word “sell” without “info” would not be appropriate for conveying privacy
choices or do-not-sell choices.

• The link text “Privacy Options” paired with a blue stylized toggle icon best conveyed the presence of
privacy choices.

• The link texts included in the initial version of CCPA regulations (“Do Not Sell My Personal Infor-
mation” and “Do Not Sell My Info”) effectively led to the expectation of choices related to the sale of
personal information in combination with most icons.

• Even minor design changes can severely reduce an icon’s effectiveness and increase misconceptions, as
in the case of the icon proposed by the OAG.

3.4 Identifying User Needs for Advertising Controls on Facebook

Abstract

We conducted a survey and lab study to explore user needs related to advertising controls on Facebook
and determine where existing controls align with these needs. Our survey results highlight a range of user
objectives related to controlling Facebook ads, including being able to select what ad topics are shown
or what personal information is used in ad targeting. Some objectives are achievable with Facebook’s
existing controls, but participants seemed to be unaware of them, suggesting issues of discoverability. In our
virtual lab study, participants noted areas in which the usability of Facebook’s advertising controls could
be improved, including the location, layout, and explanation of controls. Additionally, we found that users
could be categorized into four groups based on their privacy concerns related to Facebook’s data collection
practices, objectives for controlling their ad experience, and willingness to engage with advertising controls.
Our findings provide a set of user requirements for advertising controls, applicable to Facebook as well as
other platforms, that would better align such controls with consumers’ needs and expectations.

This study is complete and is in submission to the 2021 Proceedings of the Symposium on Usable Privacy
& Security (SOUPS) [54].
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Research Goal

Identify what Facebook users want to control about their advertising experience and evaluate how well
current controls align with their expectations.

Methods

We conducted a preliminary survey on Mechanical Turk and Prolific. Participants answered up to 28 multiple-
choice and open-ended survey questions on five topics: Facebook usage, attitudes toward Facebook ads,
previous actions related to ads, Facebook’s Ad Preferences page, and limitations of Facebook’s advertising
settings. After performing quality checks on the collected data, we used thematic analysis to categorize the
free responses and present descriptive statistics of survey results. We also performed an additional round of
higher-level coding that incorporated responses to multiple questions to generate two lists: one of Facebook
advertising controls that each user had mentioned using at any point in the survey and another of goals
users had described related to controlling ads.

To anchor our discussion of Facebook’s advertising controls, we developed study tasks related to Facebook
advertising that involved user goals addressable by different existing controls. We used our survey results
to evaluate which Facebook advertising controls would be the most interesting to include by mapping the
available settings along two metrics: reported desirability and reported usage. This mapping uncovered four
controls that corresponded to three areas that seemed interesting to explore: controls that had relatively
higher reported usage and desirability, controls that had relatively lower reported usage but high desirability,
and controls that had both relatively low reported usage and low reported desirability but that we speculated
might be more desired if more users were aware of them. Lab sessions were held virtually over Zoom and
consisted of a semi-structured interview portion followed by study tasks conducted on the participant’s
device. Each study task was presented as a scenario and participants were encouraged to think aloud while
completing the tasks. We conducted an analysis of both the empirical data on how participants performed
tasks and qualitative interview transcripts.

Results

• Facebook users have different goals related to the ads they see on the platform, including some that
are already addressed by current controls.

• There seems to be a lack of awareness of these controls, suggesting issues of discoverability.

• While participants exhibited some understanding of Facebook’s advertising practices, they did not fully
understand the mechanisms enabling data collection from companies outside of Facebook.

• During session tasks, participants encountered difficulties finding, navigating, and understanding cur-
rent ad controls, and expressed some skepticism regarding Facebook’s efforts in providing these controls.
They described various objectives related to the ads they see on Facebook, which were related to their
overall opinions about Facebook ads and could be categorized into four groups.

• The Privacy Concerned had a higher level of concern related to Facebook tracking compared to other
groups, and described privacy-related goals such as preventing cross-site tracking and receiving ads
that were less personalized to their interests.

• The Advertising Curators did not mind the ads they saw on Facebook, and wanted to be able to adjust
ad personalization so that ads are personalized even more to their interests.

• The Advertising Irritated complained that ads on the platform were annoying, and primarily wanted
to be able to stop repetitive ads or have some way to limit the amount of advertising they see on
Facebook.

• The Advertising Disengaged expressed a resigned acceptance that targeted ads and data collection
practices that enable them are just the way the Internet functions, and described more of a variety of
goals compared to other groups.
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4 Ongoing & Future Work

4.1 Developing Guidance for Evaluating Privacy Choice Interfaces

Historically, companies may not have been motivated to exert more than minimal effort in testing the
usability of consent interfaces and privacy choice mechanisms. On the other hand, the poor usability of
such interactions, including the use of dark patterns, may not always be intentional. Prior work suggests
that designers consider user values including usability and privacy but are pulled to make contradictory
design decisions to meet stakeholder goals [18]. Moreover, designers are not privacy experts and thus may
not be familiar with methods to evaluate the effectiveness of consent and privacy choice experiences. Given
the direction of regulatory requirements, even companies that are less user-value centered in their design
practices have motivation to change course and ensure the usability of their consent flows. As such, it is
important to develop tools that simplify conducting such usability evaluations. A standard set of guidelines
would both inform organizations about how to evaluate their privacy choice interfaces, but also could be
used to justify why resources should be allocated to conduct such usability evaluations. These guidelines
could serve as a set of best practices when testing privacy choice interactions.

I am proposing to develop comprehensive guidance that can be used by practitioners to evaluate privacy
choice interface designs for different aspects of usability. These guidelines will be structured according to
different possible goals of a usability evaluation. While these specific goals are yet to be identified, they may
potentially be aligned with usability aspects of providing meaningful privacy choice (e.g., effectiveness, user
awareness) [42] or correspond to stages of a user’s interaction with a system [4]. The guidelines will then
highlight HCI research methods that are best aligned with particular high-level study goals. So that these
guidelines are beneficial to organizations with different levels of usability testing resources and can be applied
in different stages of the interface development process, both inspection-based methods, such as heuristic
evaluation and cognitive walkthrough, as well as user study methods, including surveys, interviews, and
usability tests, will be described. For each method I will provide example questions and metrics that address
the high-level study goals in the context of realistic user decisions. These will be drawn from normative
perspectives related to dark patterns [84], classic approaches to usability testing, as well as my own prior
work. Furthermore, I will highlight prior studies that align with particular high-level study objectives and
different research methods. Table 1 provides a summary of a potential guideline related to user awareness
of a privacy choice.

High-level goal: User awareness (will users be able to find the privacy choice?)

Evaluation methods: Usability study, online experiment

Metric 1: % of participants aware that the privacy choice exists after some amount of experience with the interface

Metric 2: % of participants able to find the privacy choice mechanism without aid

Prior work: Habib et al. [53]

Table 1: Example of a potential guideline related to measuring user awareness of a privacy choice, including
potential evaluation methods, example metrics used for measurement, and a reference to prior work which
has explored this aspect of usability.

The goal of these evaluation guidelines is to aid practitioners in increasing the usability of privacy choice
and consent interfaces. While increasing the usability of such interfaces will help alleviate some of the burden
of privacy decision-making from users, it is not a complete solution as users must still make multiple decisions
across multiple different services. One possible solution involves AI agents to help automatically facilitate
privacy choice consent decisions based on a user’s preferences [80]. Until such systems are widely adopted,
usability evaluation guidelines could help companies improve their privacy choice and consent interfaces.
These guidelines could also be used by regulators as a means to hold companies accountable to rigorous
usability testing of their privacy choice and consent processes.

4.2 Demonstrating the Privacy Choice Evaluation Guidelines

To demonstrate the utility of the compiled guidelines, I plan to apply them in evaluations of privacy choice
and consent interfaces in two domains. Though the exact application domains have yet to be selected,
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ideally they will be as distinct from each other as possible when considering the possible design space of
privacy choice mechanisms [42], as well as aspects such as the novelty of the privacy choice interaction and
how prevalent the type of privacy choice is in the wild. Possible domains or areas of exploration for these
usability evaluations include:

• Dark patterns in cookie consent interfaces on a website

• Efficiency of configuring IoT device permissions through a mobile app interface

• Comprehensiveness of data-deletion related voice commands to a digital assistant

• User requirements for privacy choices in virtual reality contexts

I plan to conduct four additional usability evaluations using the questions and metrics directly from
the compiled guidelines. For both domains, I will apply one inspection-based approach and one user study
method. The evaluation methods for each privacy choice domain will be selected such that they can effectively
explore the same high-level usability objective.

For both domains, I will first conduct an inspection-based usability evaluations. Inspection-based methods
are often logistically easier for companies to conduct and may be utilized throughout the development of
an interface [132]. Such evaluations are typically an initial step for diagnosing severe usability issues in an
interface but require domain or user experience expertise. While several types of inspection-based approaches
exist, I plan to utilize two methods that appear relevant to the usability of privacy choice mechanisms:
perspective-based UI inspection and heuristic evaluation. In a perspective-based UI inspection, one or more
people evaluate the UI from the perspective of a particular type of user (e.g., super-user, less-tech savvy
user, person with disability), while in a heuristic evaluation an individual or team evaluates a design against
a defined list of UX principles. I anticipate that the result of these evaluations will yield in a list of potential
usability issues and corresponding justifications.

After conducting an inspection-based evaluation of both privacy choice domains, I plan to conduct a
second evaluation of these interfaces with user study methods. As with my previous work exploring the us-
ability of website data deletion and opt-out mechanisms which utilized both inspection-based and user study
methods [53,55], this will demonstrate the concept of “converging perspectives” [112] and highlight how user
study approaches may differ from inspection-based approaches with respects to the types of usability issues
uncovered. The two different user study methods will be selected after the evaluation guidelines have been de-
veloped, but I plan to conduct one primarily quantitative evaluation and one primarliy qualitative evaluation.
For the quantitative evaluation, a survey may be appropriate and would complement a perspective-based UI
inspection of a privacy choice interface well as both approaches allow for the consideration users with dif-
ferent needs, viewpoints, and experiences. A survey could be conducted with participants recruited through
online platforms such as Prolific. Similarly, for the other selected privacy choice domain a lab usability study
could augment a heuristic evaluation as both allow for a holistic evaluation of the end to end interaction with
a privacy choice mechanism. To identify the most glaring usability issues, a lab usability study may need
five or fewer participants [93]. Both user studies will receive approval from the Carnegie Mellon Institutional
Review Board (IRB) prior to recruitment of paid participants. These user studies could generate qualitative
descriptions regarding the privacy choice interfaces, empirical results regarding some metric of performance
(e.g., findability), as well as quantitative insights related to the prevalence of usability-related concepts (e.g.,
a particular user need). The analysis of these data points, in conjunction with the evaluations conducted
with inspection-based approaches, will generate a comprehensive list of usability issues pertaining to the
high-level evaluation objectives.

Ultimately, these evaluations will allow for the comparison of the usability issues identified by four differ-
ent approaches described in the compiled privacy choice evaluation guidelines. By demonstrating the breadth
of possible research methods provided in the developed privacy choice evaluation guidelines, I also hope to
prove to practitioners that it is feasible to conduct evaluations of privacy choice interfaces. Furthermore,
the resulting evaluations can serve as a concrete guide for conducting evaluations of other privacy choice
interfaces. While usability testing is important for organizations to do with any interface, those related to
privacy choice and consent must especially be usable to maintain trust with users and empower them to
meaningfully express their privacy preferences. This is not only required by law, but is arguably a requisite
for companies with a commitment to ethical data handling practices.
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5 Thesis Outline

Below is an outline of the proposed thesis.

1. Introduction

2. Background & Related Work

(a) Privacy Choice Regulatory Framework

(b) Compliance with Privacy Choice Requirements

(c) Consumer Perceptions of Data Use

(d) Usability of Privacy Choice Mechanisms

(e) Mechanisms for Communicating the Presence of Privacy Choices

(f) Evaluating the Usability of Privacy Choice Interactions

3. An Empirical Analysis of Data Deletion and Opt-Out Choices

4. The Usability of Websites’ Opt-out and Data Deletion Choices

5. How to (In)Effectively Convey Privacy Choices with Icons and Link Texts

6. Identifying User Needs for Advertising Controls on Facebook

7. Developing Guidelines for Evaluating Privacy Choice Interfaces

8. Demonstrating the Privacy Choice Evaluation Guidelines

9. Conclusion & Future Work

6 Task List & Timeline

1. An Empirical Analysis of Data Deletion and Opt-Out Choices. Complete (SOUPS 2019)

2. The Usability of Websites’ Opt-out and Data Deletion Choices. Complete (CHI 2020)

3. How to (In)Effectively Convey Privacy Choices with Icons and Link Texts. Complete (CHI 2021)

4. Identifying User Needs for Advertising Controls on Facebook. Complete (in submission to SOUPS
2021)

5. Developing Guidelines for Evaluating Privacy Choice Interfaces

(a) Identify top-level organization of guidelines. Targeted completion date: April 9, 2021

(b) Select research methods to be included in the guidelines. Targeted completion date: April 16,
2021

(c) Identify questions and metrics for the different empirical methods. Targeted completion date:
April 23, 2021

(d) Relate prior work to the established guidelines. Targeted completion date: April 30, 2021

(e) Formalize the guidelines as a publication (e.g., white paper, tech report, conference paper). Tar-
geted completion date: May 28, 2021

6. Demonstrating the Privacy Choice Evaluation Guidelines (Targeted venue: CHI 2022)

(a) Select two privacy choice/consent domains for usability evaluations. Targeted completion date:
May 7, 2021

(b) Plan and pilot user study evaluations of the selected privacy choice/consent interfaces. Targeted
completion date: June 4, 2021
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(c) Conduct inspection-based evaluations of the selected privacy choice/consent interfaces. Targeted
completion date: June 25, 2021

(d) Conduct user study evaluations of the selected privacy choice/consent interfaces. Targeted com-
pletion date: July 30, 2021

(e) Analyze and write usability evaluation results. Targeted completion date: August 20, 2021

7. Thesis writing. Targeted completion date: September 3, 2021
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